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Title of Bill: Re-enter Paris Agreement Act 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

 

Preamble: Whereas joining the Paris Agreement would help decrease the amount of natural disasters and 

events because of global warming taking place in the United States of America. Whereas the United 

States would gain praise from other nations, increasing their relationships with other countries. Whereas 

the United States have the capital to help fund the agreement more, to improve it. 

 

Section 1: All states agreeing to support this cause, will be provided with more capital. 

 

 Subsection A: This will go to creating more renewable sources of energy, such as building           

windmills or creating solar panels.  

 

Subsection B: This will go to the creation of new public transportation that does not run on gas 

 

Subsection C: This will go to creation of campaigns to spread the word of global warming and 

the Paris Agreement 

 

Subsection D: This will go to the planting of more trees, to get more oxygen flowing 

 

Section 2: All states that do not agree will have total funding reduced by 1%, as this is such a huge issue. 

 

Section 3: Bill shall go into effect exactly 6 months after being placed. 
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Title of Bill: A Bill to Sign the Pairs Agreement 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: The US should participate in the Paris agreement because not only is it affecting our 

relations with other countries, but also affects our climate. It damages our 

international standing and weakens our leverage in future negotiations with foreign 

leaders.  

 

Section 1: Now the US in the only country that only country that is not actively involved in the 

agreement despite previously consenting to it. The majority of the population in US 

are immigrants or citizens from different backgrounds who might be concerned 

about their home cuts. If the US participates in the agreement it will help our alliance 

with other countries. 

 

Section 2: The US should enforce this agreement by signing it again. Technology are advance in  

                  America so the US could work together with some of the major company like    

                  google to come up with a way to create a technology that could help with global   

                  warming. 

 

Section 3: The big business company google, amazon, apple and etc, could sponsor the 

technology that could help wit the climate change, because these companies also want the US to 

participate in the agreement. 
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Montclair High School 

 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Secure the Global Positioning System  

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas the United States along with the global community faces an ever growing 

number of cyber security threats; Whereas the Global Positioning System (GPS) is 

vital to domestic and foreign military and civilian interests, touching virtually every 

aspect of modern life; Whereas GPS is not only crucial on the battlefield and in day-

to-day life, but is key to the success of numerous economies; Whereas global 

farming, construction, mining, surveying, shipping, airline navigation and countless 

other fields rely on GPS for their operation and success; Whereas the current GPS is 

not sufficiently cyber-hardened to withstand the growing threat of sophisticated 

cyber-attacks; Whereas an act of cyber-terrorism, or state-sponsored aggression 

could cause irreparable economic damage and loss of life around the world; Whereas 

a system so essential to the functioning of global military and civilian life, it is 

dangerously ill-equipped to meet the evolving needs and risks of our modern, 

technology-based existence; Whereas the United States of America has a global 

responsibility to update and protect the system they created and regulate.  

 

Section 1:  The Department of Defense is required to implement a comprehensive modernization 

of its Global Positioning System (GPS) by upgrading outdated systems, platforms, 

and software which will result in greater performance effectiveness and cyber 

security of the GPS system.  

 

Subsection A: This modernization will be achieved by implementing the     

   Next Generation Operational Control System or GPS OCX.   

. 

.Section 2: The successful implementation and development of this next generation system will 

be overseen by the newly formed Global Positioning System Advisory Committee (GPSAC). 
 

 

 Subsection A: The GPSAC is tasked with determining the appropriate budget  

required to  successfully complete this initiative. The GPSAC will also determine 

the appropriate timeframe required to successfully complete this initiative. 

  

Subsection B: The GPSAC will be formed and overseen by the National Executive      

Committee for Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT). 



 

 

Section 3: The funding for this initiative will be proportionately allocated from the budgets of 

the Department of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security. 

 

.Section 4: This bill shall go into effect 180 days after its passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Remediate the Venezuelan Crisis 

 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the Republic of Venezuela has been thrown into chaos by an incompetent 

leadership and rapidly changing economic conditions, and whereas the people of Venezuela live 

in crippling poverty and fear of their government, and since the national stability of Venezuela is 

crucial to the stability of the region, and since the people of Venezuela live under a virtual 

dictatorship, and since the existence of the Maduro regime is a threat to democracy in Latin 

America, and since the stability of Venezuela is critical to the stability of the region, and since an 

interregnum would be unequivocally disastrous to Venezuela, and since the United States has a 

moral and political obligation to improve the global standard of living; 

 

Section 1: Depose Nicolás Maduro and replace the existing government of Venezuela with a 

new administration dedicated to collective improvement 

 

Subsection A: Declare that a state of war exists between the United States and the 

incumbent Venezuelan government 

 

Subsection B: Use the military forces of regional allies, and those of the United States, to 

arm the Venezuelan rebels and forcibly depose Nicolás Maduro, after which Maduro will 

await trial before the International Criminal Court for crimes against humanity 

 

Subsection C: Place 15,000 US troops in Venezuela to uphold the laws of the United 

States and preserve order in Venezuela  

 

Subsection D: Establish and oversee the election of a new national leader and 

parliamentary body 

 

Section 2: Maintain a troop presence in Venezuela to ensure that the nascent government does 

not collapse 



Subsection A: Term Venezuela a protectorate of the United States, under which the 

citizens of Venezuela will be subject to all laws and regulations of the United States 

while a Venezuelan constitution is drafted and ratified 

 

Subsection B: As an interim measure, the Lieutenant Governor of Puerto Rico shall act 

as the governor of the Venezuelan protectorate; he will be returned to his elected office 

after a period of two years, or until a constitution has been ratified and implemented 

 

Subsection C: Remove all troops once the new parliament has approved total 

independence 

 

Section 3: Funding for this operation shall come from the Department of Defense’s annual 

budget 

Section 4: This bill shall take immediately after passage. 
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Title: A Resolution to Include the People’s Republic of China in the World Currency 

Market 
  

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress 
 

Preamble: Whereas the Chinese Yuan is independently valued. Whereas the Chinese inflation rate has 

gone from -2.3% to 4.6%, to 2.7% within a span of four years; whereas this devalues the Yuan and allows 

Chinese products to be more affordable than those produced in the United States. Whereas this will only 

continue to worsen trade relations between the People’s Republic of China and the United States and must 

be dealt with so that the Yuan is properly valued.  

 

Section One: Instruct the Department of State and representatives of the Federal Reserve to negotiate 

with Great Britain, the European Union, and the People’s Republic of China so that the currencies of each 

are valued within the context of each other’s value on the world markets, including the U.S. dollar, British 

pound, the Euro and the Japanese Yen. 

 

Section Two: Through autonomous valuation, China has been able to freely adjust the inflation rate of 

the Yuan so that Chinese products are cheaper than those manufactured in the United States, disrupting 

American commerce.  

 

Section Three:  It is the hope of the Congress that this is resolved within two years from the passage of 

this resolution. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Curtail the Sale of Arms to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has conducted numerous indiscriminate and 

devastating bombing campaigns against Houthi Rebels in Yemen; Whereas due to 

widespread infrastructure damage and violence the Yemeni people have been subject 

to the worst outbreak of cholera in human history, with approximately 1 million 

people, including a minimum of 600,000 children, predicted to be infected by the 

turn of the year
1
. Whereas Riyadh has consistently provided material support to 

groups including some arms of Hezbollah, and Hamas, who are active combatants 

against Israel and Lebanon, and recognized by the United States as terrorist groups; 

Whereas key figures of the royal court have been discovered to have potentially 

major ties to terrorist groups such as Al-Qaeda
2
, who have been responsible for 

terrorists attacks against the United States and her allies across the globe; Whereas 

the United Nations has begun investigating whether the actions taken by Saudi 

Arabia in Yemen are considered violative of the Geneva Convention
3
; Whereas the 

United States has recently agreed to the largest arms deal in US history, valued at 

over 350 billion USD by 2027 for the sale of government arms contractors to make 

weapons for Saudi Arabia
4
; Whereas by the continued support of Riyadh through the 

sale of weapons, the United States is complicit in these war crimes. 

 

Section 1: The United States will withhold the future sale of arms to the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia that have been determined to be useable in aggressive combat maneuvers and 

are capable of carrying a payload of explosives. 

 

Subsection A: The capability of military goods to fit the prerequisites defined by this bill 

shall be determined by the Red House Foreign Affairs Committee. 

 

                                                 
1
 “Yemen's cholera outbreak now the worst in history as millionth case looms” The Guardian, 12 

Oct. 2017. Web. 2 Nov. 2017. 
2
 “Prince and the '28 pages': Indirect 9/11 link to Saudi royal revealed” CNN, 08 May 2016. 

Web. 4 Nov. 2017. 
3
 “Yemen: The Forgotten War” Amnesty International, Sep. 2015. Web. 2 Nov. 2017. 

4
 “US-Saudi Arabia seal weapons deal worth nearly $110 billion immediately, $350 billion over 

10 years” CNBC, 20 May 2017. Web. 2 Nov. 2017. 



Subsection B: “Aggressive combat maneuvers” will be defined as non-defensive attacks 

against a non-government entity such as civilians.  

 

Subsection C: “Payload of explosives” will be defined as any object or objects capable 

of creating an explosion when triggered, fired, or deployed. 

 

Section 2: This bill will be reviewed every three years by the Red House Foreign Relations 

                  Committee in order to determine its continued necessity. 

Section 3: Funding, if necessary, shall be appropriated by the Ways and Means Committee. 

 

Section 4: This bill will come into effect 91 days after passage. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Improve Defense Cooperation between the United States and the 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: As of January 2015, the U.S government has provided over 3 billion dollars’ worth 

of assistance with regards to the Syrian refugee crisis. Nearly 450 million of those 
funds have gone to The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. According to the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, there are nearly 620 thousand registered 
Syrian refugees in Jordan, 84% percent of whom lived outside refugee camps. 
Jordan is suffering firsthand from the refugee crisis and the threat of Islamic State of 
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Seeing how Jordan, an essential ally of the U.S has been 
an invaluable figure in light of recent crises, this bill will provide necessary relief 
and support to continue their efforts. 

 

Section 1: It should be the policy of the United states-- 
 

Subsection A: To support The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan with regards to the Syrian 
refugee crisis 

 

Subsection B: To enhance cooperation with Jordan to combat the threat of Islamic State 
of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) 

 

  
Section 2: The United States should provide necessary financial aid to allay the financial 

burden of the refugee crisis and the threat of Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 
(ISIL) 

 
Subsection A: This financial aid would come in the form of expediting military sales to 
Jordan and to waive or reduce certain surcharges on military sales from the Department 
of Defense 

 
Section 3: The United States should assist in securing the border between Syria and Iraq for 

security concerns for Jordan 



 

 

Subsection A: This assistance would come in the form of an additional $500,000 over a 
3 year period beginning on the date of the enactment of this bill 
 i. This assistance would come in the form of an additional $500,000 over a 3 year 
period 

 

Section 4: Funding for this bill shall be determined by the ways and means committee 
  
Section 5: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after its passage  
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      Sadie Kinnersley  Wilton High School Model Congress 

                           Author                                                                                                                     Delegation 
 

Title of Bill: An Act To Refuse Travel Bans On Citizens From NATO Allied Nations 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas all countries in NATO have signed the North Atlantic Treaty ensuring one  

attack to a country in the organization results in all allied forces engaging in war on 

their behalf. Whereas countries allied with NATO pose no immediate military 

danger. Whereas all 29 countries in NATO have not so far posed an immediate 

threat to the United States of America. Whereas over 12 high profile citizens of 

NATO allied nations have been denied entry to the united states off of minor 

misunderstandings or irrelevant charges in the past 10 years. Travel bans shall not be 

allowed to be placed on travellers entering the United States of America as citizens 

of NATO allied countries. 

 

Section 1: The United states shall not be allowed to enact a travel ban on allied NATO nations 

 

Section 2: The United States shall still reserve the right to deny entry to the country to citizens 

 with federal charges against them or with an outstanding warrant. 

 Subsection A: All refugees from NATO countries will also be allowed entry into the 

United States during times of crisis. 

 

Section 3: If a country leaves NATO they will no longer be granted immunity from travel bans. 

 Subsection A: If a new country enters NATO after this bill is enacted they will be put 

under purview of this bill. 

 

Section 4: Funding for this bill will not be necessary as nothing is being added it is simply a bill  

to prevent further action against NATO allied citizens. 

 Subsection A: Any unforeseen costs will be covered by the Department of 

Homeland Security’s annual budget of $40 billion. 

 

Section 5: This bill will be enforced by the Supreme Court and the Department of Homeland 

Security. 

Section 6: This bill will be enacted two months after passed in congress.  
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Title of Bill: Nuclear Weapons Policy Act of 2018 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas President Donald Trump has threatened to attack North Korea with nuclear 

weapons; Whereas Trump has frequently threatened North Korean leader Kim Jong 

Un with a first strike against his country; Whereas since 1945 no country has used 

weapons of mass destruction against civilians of foreign countries; 

 

Section 1: Prohibit the President from issuing a first-use nuclear strike against a foreign country 

unless Congress declares the United States of America to be at war 

Subsection 1A: The term “first-use nuclear strike” means an attack using nuclear 

weapons against an enemy without the President determining that the enemy has first launched a 

nuclear strike against the United States or an ally of the United States. 

Subsection 1B: Unless Congress shall specifically authorize the use of nuclear weapons 

along with a declaration of war, the President is prohibited from launching any nuclear attack or 

detonating any nuclear weapon in a first-use nuclear strike 

  

Section 2: This bill shall be overseen by the United States Department of State. 

 

Section 3: This bill shall take effect immediately upon enactment. 
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Tahj Sutherland Branford High School 
Author Delegation 

An Act to End the U.S. Government International Military Campaign, the War on Terror 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble:  Whereas currently, the U.S. government’s method to focus U.S. military, legal and 
policy tools on the destruction of particular groups such as ISIS and Al-Qaeda will severely 
degrade them, it will lack their complete defeat. Instead, it may contribute to Al-Qaeda assuming 
the lead in Syria and facilitate the rise of the next ISIS incarnation in Iraq. Whereas the current 
method of policymakers misses the real enemy; the Salafi-jihadi movement. Whereas this 
ideological movement that holds it as a religious obligation for individual Muslims to use armed 
force to cause the establishment of a true Muslim state governed under a Salafi interpretation of 
shari’a is plenty more complex than the terrorist organizations currently portrayed globally.   
Whereas this movement, with these extremist beliefs, gains supporters from the Sunni population 
who receive little to no basic goods from their weak states (Nigeria, Afghanistan, Egypt) and are 
lured by these Salafi-jihadi movement groups who provides them with protection, stability, and 
assistance, and portrays to the majority of the Sunni population that the United States is their 
enemy, along with many other countries westward of the Middle East. Thus both essentially aid 
the weak Sunni population and gains their support towards the Salafi-jihadi ideological 
movement, which elaborates on how attacking them won’t weaken the Salafi-jihadi movement 
itself and doesn’t break the relationship between the Salafi-jihadi groups and the vulnerable 
Sunni population. Whereas defeating one given terrorist's organization will lead to the rise of 
another movement. One simply can’t defeat an ideology without killing everyone who follows it. 
Thus making it clear that the War on Terror cannot be won, it would be a complete and utter 
waste of the lives of United States troops to add to the thousands taken away from a campaign 
that has no end until this act is made. Whereas it’s cruel that there's nothing new about Iraqi 
civilians dying in American airstrikes under U.S. military operations for decades. The persistent 
airstrikes from heavily support the reasons for the Sunni population to favor the Salafi-jihadi 
movement, due to the witness of hundreds of lifeless bodies being pulled out of ditches on a 
daily basis. Whereas the ‘War on Terror’ has cost United States taxpayers at least $1.46 trillion 
since September 11, 2001, which amounts to $250 million per day for the past 16 years on 
‘defense’. Whereas the ‘War on Terror’ is only specifically beneficial to the military industrial 



complex. Thus this money should be more redirected towards furthering the development of the 
United States of America. Whereas the terrorists are currently losing, not all people in the 
Middle East are all radical Islamists who strongly dislike the western countries. A mass majority 
of the Sunni population are actively fighting against and resisting the Salafi-jihadi organization 
threat. Whereas the terrorists are destroying the idea of the United States, in means of freedom, 
democracy, and the protection of the United States Constitutional Bill of Rights. Whereas the 
4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th amendment have been all been completely violated, and the first 
amendment is under siege every day. Therefore, considering the consequences of letting this 
monstrosity to continue on any longer, this vital act to end the United States government 
international military campaign, the War on Terror, should be enforced at once. Whereas the 
continuation of this campaign will undoubtedly lead to generations to come of Americans 
fighting the same war and losing. 
 
Section 1: Cancellation of all present and future United States military operations directed 
towards any terrorist organizations. 
  
Section 2: Termination of all United States military operations including the training and 
instructing of Middle Eastern military personnel and essentially end United States military 
assistance in the Middle East. 
 
 Subsection 2a: The funding for this process shall be allocated from the Department of 
Defense (DoD). 
 
Section 3: Repeal of the Patriot act. 
 

 Subsection 3a: Let there be the pardon of Edward Snowden in contribution towards this 
proposal.  
  
Section 4: Shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention camp. 
 

Subsection 4a: This action should be carried out accordingly: 
 

● Evacuate all the prisoners. 
● Reassign or dismiss the staff. 
● Mothball the site within the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. 
● Publicize documents regarding the base. 

 
Subsection 4b: Further requirements in regards of dealing with the prisoners will consist 

of the following: 
 

● Give all prisoners within detention camp a trial. 
○ If found are guilty, send them to detention centers within our 

borders, and guarantee their constitutional rights. 
○ If found absolutely innocent, offer them permanent residence in the 

United States. Then compensate monetarily for their problems 
faced; this will be paid by the legislation. 



 
Section 5: Shut down the National Security Agency (NSA). 
 

Subsection 5a: This action should be carried out accordingly: 
 

● All outposts and stations corresponding to the NSA must be mothballed. 
● All employees that work for NSA must either reassigned or dismissed. 
● All the information that the NSA has collected must be destroyed. 

 
Section 6: This bill will take effect immediately after its passing. 
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Title of Bill: An Act to Address the Burmese Refugee Crisis 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas there are over 500,000 refugees from the Rakhine State in Burma displaced 

from their homes. Whereas the Burmese military attack and kill the Rohingya people and raze 

their villages based on their ethnicity. Whereas the leader of Burmese refuses to take any action 

against these atrocities. Whereas most of the refugees do not have access to humanitarian aid. 

This bill shall address the refugees’ needs to ensure access to necessities such as food and 

shelter. 

 

Section 1: A tax of 15% shall be placed on all private sector trade between the United States and 

Burma. 

Section 2: The proceeds from this tax will be used to further the humanitarian effort to ensure 

the Burmese refugees have access to necessities such as food, water, and shelter. 

Section 3: The management of this humanitarian fund shall be given to the Department of State, 

adding to their Burmese refugee humanitarian aid fund. 

Section 4: This bill shall take effect 15 days after passage. 
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Title: A Bill to Restrict the Powers of the President to Deploy Military Force 

  

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress 

  

Preamble: Whereas the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan had costed nearly $5 trillion in total by 

2016, and there appears to be no end in sight in Afghanistan, and with Iraq it is very questionable 

whether the invasion brought any benefit to the United States.  In past conflicts, as well where 

war was not officially declared by Congress but waged by the Executive Branch, such as the 

conflict in Vietnam, very limited gains, if any, were attained.  Given these historical lessons, the 

ability of the President to commit American military forces should be greatly diminished, and 

brought under greater oversight by Congress.  This bill will effectively act as a more powerful 

version of the War Powers Act. 

  

Section 1: Without a formal declaration of war being obtained, the President, or any part of the 

executive branch, will not be able to deploy military purposes to any land outside the jurisdiction 

of the United States Government. 

Subsection A: Land under the jurisdiction of another government with whom the Senate 

has ratified a treaty of alliance or mutual defense will be exempt from this requirement. 

 

Section 2: This bill will go into effect in 7 years. 
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Committee 

Wyatt R. Eberle  San Clemente High School 

Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Reduce Human Emissions and Strengthen American Trade 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: With the undisputed law that energy and matter cannot be created or destroyed the 

depletion of our earth's valuable resources is inevitable and prominent. The United States alone 

burns over a billion tons of coal per year and 387.74 gallons of gas in a single day. On a Foreign 

and worldwide stage the population uses approximately 93 million barrels of oil and fuel a day, 

these are a legitimate reason for concern with devastating effects. The obvious melting of the 

polar ice caps are just one example of cause and effect pollution and emissions humans have 

brought through the burning of fossil fuels. With this in mind, consider that the US has trading 

relations with 75 countries and whoever isn’t already involved with our market is always 

competing for access. We could have a major positive impact on the environmental health and 

sustainability of our world if stronger trade relations were promised to the foreign countries who 

began the mass use of sustainable energy. If passed by congress this bill can open up new 

relations through peaceful alignment with more countries not through conflict but through 

beneficial change to the environment and our future. 

 

Section 1: This Bill, if passed by the Yale Model Congress can be cited as the “Trade for 

Change Bill.” 
 

Section 2: Foreign Countries that emit a greater amount of sustainable energy than non 

sustainable energy shall receive greater or new trade claims in United States markets— 

                      Subsection A: The ratio must break 50:50 to the side of sustainable energy. 

                      Subsection B: Countries with previous relation to United States markets will lose 

zero subsidies and can increase their trade subsidies through debate in the application. 

 

Section 3: If passed, the Trade for Change bill will require the application of a foreign nation to 

be accepted into the program which will guarantee them trading claim as soon as their positive 

ratio is confirmed— 

                       Subsection A: The application will be passed through Legislation before approval 

by the Executive Branch. 

                       Subsection B: By still allowing legislative review the risk of one foreign nation 

gaining too much power over United States markets is eradicated. 

 

Section 4: If passed the bill will go into effect in 100 days. 
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Author  Delegation 

 

Title of Bill:  An Act to Require the Training of U.S. Airline Staff to Prevent Human Trafficking 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble:  Whereas human trafficking remains an issue of utmost prevalence internationally, 

whereas the United States has demonstrated international leadership in combatting 

the illegal trade of human persons, whereas it is in the United States’ interest to 

protect human rights at all costs … 

 

Section 1: Require that all U.S. airlines provide basic training for airline staff concerning the 

prevention of human trafficking; including, but not limited to, pilots, flight 

attendants, and other crew members. 

 

 Subsection A:   The aforementioned airline staff shall be trained in (1) the indicators of a 
human trafficking victim, (2) the indicators of a human trafficker, and (3) how to appropriately 
respond to suspicious activity or situations. 
 
  i.  A clear emergency procedure shall be provided to all airline staff regarding 
how to respond to suspicious activity or situations (3). 
 
 Subsection B:   Basic training shall be funded by the Federal Aviation Administration. 
 
Section 2:  This law, should it be enacted by the Yale Model Congress, shall become official   
        United States policy in correspondence with the Federal Aviation Administration. 
 
Section 3:  A victim fund shall be established by the Department of Health and Human Services  
       for all human trafficking victims found on U.S. airlines. 
   
 Subsection A:   Each year, $60 million will be allocated from the national budget 
towards this initiative. 
 
Section 4:  Should a U.S. airlines fail to properly comply, a fine of $500,000 shall be placed 
upon the airline. 
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Committee  
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Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title of Bill:                Syrian Refugee Application Process Act of 2017 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States should create a plan to help Syrian refugees come to a 

much safer place. Whereas refugees are among the most ill-treated people in the 

world, and are still fleeing for their lives.  Whereas the Syrian president, Bashar al- 

Assad, who has been their worst enemy, has been attacking his own people, gassing 

them, leaving them dead, and abandoning them.  Whereas the United States has the 

ability and power to help Syrian refugees, while having a moral obligation to do so. 

The U.S. should adopt a bill that allows Syrian refugees to come to the U.S. This bill  

proposes that a new refugee system should be set up. The process needs to be sped 

up. The refugee admission process needs to reduce the length of the refugee vetting 

process from the estimated 18-24 months to an average of 5-12 months with the goal 

of processing all applications within one year from submission. 

 

Section 1: Increase the budget of the U.S Refugee Admissions Program  by 10%. This 

increasing budget shall be used to hire more employees to handle refugee 

applications. 

 

           Subsection A: Further increases will be carried out at the discretion of this committee. 

 

Section 2:  This bill shall allow more personnel for the handling of the refugee applications.  The 

more people in charge of the paperwork, the faster these applications will be 

processed leading to a natural increase in the number of admitted refugees.    

 

             Subsection A: The vetting process shall remain the same in an effort to create efficiency  

within the system 

 

Section 3:  This bill shall increase the number of Syrian refugees allowed in the United States 

from 10,000 allowed in 2016 to double that for the fiscal year 2020. 

 

                    Subsection A: The increase in personnel will allow for faster turnover of refugee 

applications, naturally increasing the number of admitted refugees 

 

Section 4: This bill shall be funded by US army defenses to pay off Refugee Admissions 

Program as part of their humanitarian relief efforts.  



 

Section 5: This bill shall take full effect in the fiscal year 2020.  
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Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Better Relations With Turkey By Terminating Support for the Kurdish 

Militia 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the leader of Turkey has explicitly stated that they don’t support the 
alliance between the Kurdish militia and the U.S., and since Turkey is a a NATO ally, and since 

Turkey has a stock pile of U.S. and NATO nuclear weapons, and since Turkey has a static 

advantage to launch nuclear missiles if Russia attacks the U.S., and since Turkey is one of the fe 

footholds that the U.S. has in the Middle East, and since the People’s Protection Units (YPG) 
has ties with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), and since the PKK is recognized as a 

terrorist group by both the U.S. and Turkey; 

 

 

Section 1: Terminate all immediate relations with the YPG group, 

 

     Subsection A: This includes the following; 

 

          Sub-Subsection i: Pulling out all U.S. military troops from the area, 

 

          Sub-Subsection ii: A stop of supplying arms and ammunition, 

 

          Sub-Subsection iii: Ending all financial aid, 

 

Section 2: This bill will take effect 120 days after passage. 
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Red House- Foreign Affairs 

Committee  

 

Braden Hertz          Trevor Day School 
        Author                   Delegation 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Ensure the Safety of South Korea Against Foreign Threats. 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas the state of South Korea has a militarized border with its neighbor, North 

Korea. Whereas the United States spends 1.4 Billion dollars maintaining the 28,000 American 

troops stationed in South Korea. Whereas the North Korean government spends 10 Billion 

dollars to maintain the 7 million troops stationed in North Korea. Whereas the budget for 

maintaining and supplying weapons to the South Korean government should be of a high priority 

as tensions in the region run high.  

 

Section 1: The United States Government will fund the South Korean military an additional 1 

billion American dollars per year. 

  

Subsection A: The money will be dedicated to supplying the South Korean military with 

the most sophisticated, American produced, weaponry available, so that the militarized 

border can be monitored by mostly South Korean forces. 

 

Section 2: The United States government will spend 200 million American dollars to supply 

South Korea with anti-nuclear missile capabilities.  

 

Section 3: A commission overseen by the House Foreign Affairs Committee will be sent every 

month to oversee the spending and to talk with American and South Korean diplomats working 

on the project. 

 

Section 4: The Means and Ways committee will decide funding for this bill. 

 

Section 5: This bill shall go into effect in 91 days. 
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Committee 

Abbey Pawlowicz Branford High School 
Author Delegation 

Title of Bill: An Act to develop a vaccine for prevention of the HIV virus to distribute to 

Nigeria 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble:  Whereas the epidemic of AIDs (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) began over 

three decades ago, 35 million people around the globe people have died from AIDs related 

diseases. Currently, there are a total of about 36.7 million people living with one stage of the 

HIV infection globally. Around two-thirds of these people are estimated to be in sub-Saharan 

Africa, and more specifically as of 2016 there were about 3.2 million in Nigeria. In addition, in 

2016 alone there were at least 160,000 deaths from the HIV virus. Although the established CDC 

Nigeria office has worked to instill a National HIV program in the country and treatments are 

available, there has still been no vaccine developed to prevent contraction of the virus in the first 

place. It is therefore, the obligation of the US government to partner with various health and 

research foundations in order to develop a successful vaccine to assist the future preventure of 

this life threatening virus.  

 

Section 1: To obtain adequate funding for the research and clinical trials needed in order to 

develop the vaccine 

 

Subsection 1a: All funding will come from the Center For Disease Control and 

Prevention 

  

Section 2: To establish teams to perform the necessary research to develop possible 

vaccinations  

 

Subsection 2a: Research will be done in medical school labs as well as through various 

pharmaceutical companies that have experience with the HIV virus such as 

Gilead Sciences and GlaxoSmithKline  

 

Section 3:  Obtain required FDA approval on all possible vaccinations in order to 

begin clinical trials.  



Subsection 3a:  In compliance with section 351 the Public Health Service Act an 

Investigational New Drug application (IND) will be submitted to the FDA in 

order to receive grants to begin clinical trials 

  

Section 4: Perform clinical trials and conclude which of the proposed vaccines will best aid 

in the prevention of future contractions of the HIV virus 

Subsection 4a: All clinical trials will follow the three phase process proposed by the FDA 

 

Section 5:   Export successful vaccine to Nigeria as well as all other sub-Saharan countries when 

needed 

  

Section 6: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage.  
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Julian Clarke-Dixon Branford High School 
Author Delegation 

Title of Bill: An Act To Strengthen Background Checks on Refugees 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

Preamble:  Whereas today it is believed around 12 million men, women, and children are 

displaced due to the result of war, political differences, or famine. Whereas in result the United 

States accepts generally 675,000 refugees per year. Whereas current President Trump considers 

lowering the number of refugees entering the country will be a better way to prevent Terrorism. 

Whereas in most recent events around the world Terrorism attacks has grown significantly. 

Whereas to prevent a devastating attack on American soil background checks must be edited and 

fully prevent probably terrorism attacks. 

 

Section 1:  A fund shall be created to support refugee transportation  

Section 1a: The fund will be monitored by a committee created by Government officials 

dealing with foreign affairs 

Section 1b: Funding for the committee and Transportation fund shall come from the 

Committee of Ways and Means 

 

Section 2: Background checks will go back 5 years for background checks for any refugee 16 

and older 

  

Section 3:  After doing a thorough search during an interview the refugees will be ask personal 

questions but also ask their opinions on certain current topics  

  

Section 4:  Refugees that are deemed citizenship they should be evaluated at least once before 

entering the country  

  

Section 5:  Refugees will be reevaluated every 12 to 15 months 

Section 5a: Refugees will be reevaluated every 12 to 15 months Once the refugee 

becomes a citizen, they may not purchase any weapons before being reevaluating 

their citizenship for the first time.   

 



  

Section 6: This bill will take in effect after 91 days 
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Red House-Foreign Affairs 
Committee (Including Full Session Body) 

 

Doug Werner                                                 Darien High School 
    Author                                                                                   Delegation 

 
 

Title: A Resolution to Support the Cause for Kurdish Independence 
 

 

Preamble: Whereas Kurdish militias in both Iraq and Syria have been by many accounts, the 

most successful forces in the fight against ISIS. Whereas the creation of an 

independent state located in Iraq has overwhelming support among Kurds living in 

the region. Whereas Kurds in both Iraq and Syria have managed to form fully-

functioning democratic institutions in spite of the fact that they lack sovereignty and 

exist in one of the most turmoil-ridden regions in the world. Whereas Chapter 1 of 

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that “all peoples have 

the right of self-determination. Whereas by virtue of that right they freely determine 

their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural 

development.” Whereas the Kurdish people have endured violence, persecution, and 

genocide in Turkey, Iraq and Iran. Whereas Iraqi Kurdistan as well as Rojava (the 

Kurdish autonomous region in Syria) has taken in hundreds of thousands of 

refugees. Whereas the Kurds have been a reliable ally to the U.S. and to the 

principles of democracy and individual liberty. 

 

Section 1: The Congress shall officially recognize the necessity for an independent Kurdistan 

as well as the countless sacrifices Kurds have made in fighting tyranny and 

oppression.  

  Subsection A: The Congress shall call upon the United Nations and the international 

community as a whole to support the creation of a Kurdish state. 

Section 2: It shall be declared that U.S. forces will not hesitate to intervene should the right of 

the Kurds to become independent be infringed upon by any entity.  

  Subsection A: Independence referendums and other actions deemed necessary in the 

statehood process shall be promised support and protection from the United States. 

  Subsection B: This section is not legally binding to the Commander in Chief. 

However, it is hoped that the President and military leaders shall honor the 

declarations hitherto. 

Section III:  This resolution shall be enacted after 91 days. 
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Committee  

 

Ian Myer 
  

Great Neck South High School 
Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title of Bill: A resolution proposing economic sanctions and international diplomatic aggression against 

Venezuela. 
 

 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States is Venezuela's top export destination with $14.6B in 
exports. Whereas that is just over 42% of Venezuela's total exports. Whereas in Venezuela, 
32.5% of people say they eat two or fewer meals a day, which is almost triple the amount in 
2015. Whereas the Venezuelan military controls the streets, and laws have been made to punish 
protests. Whereas Venezuelans have shortages of food and home supplies such as milk, flour, 
and toilet paper, shortages of medicine, power outages, rising unemployment (10.5%), an 
immense amount of violent crime, and a malaria breakout. Whereas Congress needs to take 
additional actions to stop President Nicolas Maduro from treating his people in inhumane ways.   
 
 

 

Section 1: All imports from Venezuela shall receive a tariff. 
 
 
 
 Subsection A: All imports of crude oil from Venezuela shall receive a 25% tariff. 
 
 Subsection B: All other imports from Venezuela such as: refined oil, gold, acyclic  
 alcohols, and petroleum coke shall receive a 30% tariff.    
 
 Subsection C: The tariff will be revoked once an agreement with Venezuela is made. 
 
Section 3: Members of the Rio Treaty shall work together to aid the people of Venezuela as well 
as work to ease tensions in the country and internationally with Venezuelan leaders. 
 
 Subsection A: Members will meet in a specified location within the Americas and they 
will work together to get the Venezuelan leaders to discuss a resolution of conflict. 
 
Section 4: This bill shall take place 91 days after passage 
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Isaac Tate 
    

Goffstown High School  

Author   Delegation 

     

Title of Bill: An Act To Improve Relations With Foreign Nations by Enactment of Regulations. 

  

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS  
  

Preamble: Whereas our President Donald Trump has been acting thoughtlessly and causing tensions 

between the United States and other countries such as North Korea; whereas no person, especially the 

president, should take avoidable steps by posting to twitter to cause unneeded war and destruction; 

whereas twitter, along with other social media platforms, can cause issues from misunderstanding of 

spiteful comments. Whereas this bill establishes a way to protect the rights of the citizens of the United 

States; whereas this is done by preventing the President, Donald Trump, from placing the citizens in the 

cross fires of war. 

  

Section 1:  The current president of the United States, Donald Trump, shall not communicate to any other 

country through twitter or any other social media.  

  

         Subsection A: If the President would like to make a post on social media, he must get the post 

approved by the head of the National Security Agency. 

 

Section 2:  If President Trump is to violate this policy, the first time he shall be subjected to meet with 

the leader of the country that was potentially offended. The second time he shall receive a fine of one 

million dollars that shall be put towards the United States Agency for International Development. A third 

offence shall be met with grounds to impeach.  

 

Section 3: If the Supreme Court is to deem the suppression of the President unconstitutional, then Section 

1 shall be nullified, with Section 1, Subsection A, replacing it.  

 

Section 4: This bill will take effect immediately after passage. 

 

 Subsection A: This bill will have a sunset clause, ending its effect when Donald Trump is no 

longer president. 


